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Presentation Notes
Elena Haba, EWB CanadaElena Haba started her career as a lawyer and was practicing in a national Canadian corporate law firm prior to moving to West Africa, where she shifted gears and chose to channel her corporate experience into providing business advisory services to SMEs. Elena is passionate about enabling individuals that are improving the lives of vulnerable or underrepresented populations. She is currently the Director of Investments at EWB Canada, where her aim is to support social entrepreneurs in building more sustainable and inclusive economic systems. EWB Canada invests in people and ideas to tackle the most crucial causes of poverty and inequality. Its impact investment portfolio supports emerging innovations servicing underserved populations in sub-Saharan Africa that have the potential to solve systemic solutions perpetuating poverty and inequality. EWB Canada supports these pioneering early-stage, highly-scalable, and innovative social enterprises by recruiting and placing strategic talent within these ventures, by providing them with advisory services and by investing up to $100,000 in capital in them. EWB Canada has been organizing volunteer assignments in emerging markets for over 18 years.Jennifer Snow, Winrock InternationalJennifer Snow, with Winrock International, has 17 years of experience supporting agriculture and volunteer programs. She has designed and implemented processes and systems to ensure effective implementation of international volunteer assignments and directly builds the capacity of local organizations, partners, and staff to plan, implement, analyze, and report on volunteer impacts and lessons. She currently oversees a $90M portfolio of projects in Africa and Asia, focused on bolstering agricultural market systems, scaling agricultural innovations, and improving agriculture education. She also serves as Program Director for Winrock’s USAID-funded Farmer-to-Farmer Program, which engages skilled volunteers to provide training and technical assistance to generate sustainable, broad-based economic growth in the agricultural sector, worldwide. Winrock International has implemented volunteer programs in 59 countries since 1991, particularly through the Farmer-to-Farmer Program. Winrock designs and implements market systems interventions tailored to economies at all stages of development. This ranges from frontier economies with a nascent private sector to countries with well-developed markets and an active private sector.�



Introductory Remarks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WUSC has been mobilizing volunteers for development for as along as the organization has existed. Our flagship program, Uniterra, is managed jointly with our colleges at CECI, a Montreal-based NGO. Uniterra is based foremost on the idea of skills based volunteering and capacity building, but most importantly in effecting lasting, sustainable change in those systems that support marginalized women and youth.There’s a lot of diversity in the world of volunteer cooperation, and it would be a mistake to try to boil the field down to  small number of specific tenants. But most organizations would use volunteers to train and build capacity rather than delover programs, most work exclusively through local organizations, and most provide some form of training, accompaniment for volunteers. In most cases volunteers are not compensated, but are offered flight, logding and living allowances.



Introductory Remarks

Skills-Based Volunteering 
is…any time someone uses 

their abilities, talents, 
networks and resources to 

get a volunteering 
commitment completed 

(Realized Worth)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that this can be distinguised from volunteering whereby people undertake a task that they are not necessarily expert in – i.e. an accountant painting a wall, or building a school.Skills based volunteering also usually implies some form of coaching or capacity building.



Introductory Remarks

Opportunities for Volunteer 
Cooperation Organizations:

• Clear focus on 
sustainability and scale

• Identify and cultivate new 
partnerships

• Engage a new and dynamic 
community of volunteers

Opportunities for MSD 
Practitioners:

• Draw new talent into 
programs

• Identify new and 
interesting partnerships

• Facilitate knowledge 
exchange

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of what we are talking about here is the use of MSD frameworks, tools and principals to frame volunteer-based programming. My own organization has been employing inclusive market systems frameworks in our volunteer cooperation work for the past 5 years. Some of those represented on the panel have been doing so as long or longer. 
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EWB – Our Mission



EWB – Our Core Competencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canadian NFP18 years Started off as chapter in canadian university Developed in a three branch



EWB – The Challenge



EWB – Our Approach to Supporting Social Enterprises 



EWB – Fellow Deployment Program in a Nutshell



Skills-Based Volunteer Placement Example: FarmDrive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FarmDrive provides tailored mobile loans to smallholder farmers by using innovative credit risk assessment models, data analytics and operational efficiencies. Not only will this solution unlock millions of dollars of previously risk-averse capital for smallholder farmers, it will improve the livelihood of entire communities, ultimately alleviating poverty, hunger, and inequalities. VCP-funded North-South Fellows have supported FarmDrive to improve their credit risk assessment model through more accurate farmer location data, and improve user engagement through field research and user-friendly data collection methods. 



Skills-Based Volunteer Placement Example: FarmDrive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cale: He completed numerous field visits and conducted research to determine how to build trust and structure the system to collect sensitive and high-quality data effectively. He also set up tracker tools to help collect feedback from farmers. they needed improved farmer location data and and improved user experience. Since FarmDrive is a digital service accessed by mainly by feature phones, it is difficult to know where users are located. However, this data is crucial for improved accuracy of the FarmDrive credit risk assessment model. Additionally, loan repayment and farmer engagement, both critical aspects of scaling, are often driven by user experience. User experience data can be time consuming and expensive to collect, making it difficult for FarmDrive to do it on their own. Additionally, even if user experience challenges are known, it is difficult to make improvements to an SMS-based  system used almost exclusively by farmers with feature phones (e.g. character limits can be prohibitive, questions can be hard to answer using keypads, etc). ��Additional Example��PEG provides solar home systems on credit to households in West Africa. Using a unique financing approach, called ‘pay-as-you-go’ financing, PEG enables customers to replace their perpetual spending on poor-quality polluting fuels, such as kerosene, with solar energy that quickly becomes an asset the customer owns. PEG is based in both Accra, Ghana, and Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire. In 2017, PEG and EWB co-identified an opportunity to improve PEG’s impact by having a Long-Term Volunteer manage the design and implementation of a gender mainstreaming project. In the fall of 2017 EWB hired a Long-Term Volunteer who is currently working to improve PEG’s gender, diversity and equality work.



Keys for Successful Skills Based Volunteer Placements
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Presentation Notes
It is 12 months of practical leadership and opportunity to address the root causes of poverty.The Fellowships Team is working to develop new ways of ensuring that a social mission remains at the heart of a Fellow’s work, through improved M.O.U.s and checkpoints for reassessment.As EWB partners primarily with social enterprises, there is a risk that the social mission of an organization will become second to profit objectives. self-assessment of satisfaction with their placement impact plans, particularly as it related to having a compelling theory of change associated with their placement, clarity of assumptions behind that theory of change, clarity of management structure and mechanisms for course correction



EWB – Fellow Allocation & Stage of Ventures



EWB – Our Impact
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Scale the Impact of your Market 
Systems Program through 

Volunteer Engagement
Winrock International’s Experience in Agriculture 

Market Systems Development



Winrock International

• US-based non-profit; 
practice areas in 
agriculture & enterprise, 
civil society & 
education, environment, 
US programs

• 6,200 volunteer trips 
since 1991



Project Snapshot: Value Chains for Rural Development 
Project (VC-RD) (Myanmar) 

• USAID-funded, 
$27M, 2014-2019

• Target value chains: 
coffee, soybean, sesame, 
melon, ginger

• 60 volunteers engaged in 
analyses/assessments, 
co-design, demonstrations, 
capacity building, and 
market linkages



Leveraging Volunteers to Catalyze Myanmar’s 
Coffee Sector 



Coffee Sector: Volunteer Inputs 

trained 166 farmers (emerging leaders)

identified the potential for specialty coffee

discussed the benefits of establishing a 
coffee association

made linkages in the US upon his return

First volunteer visited Myanmar in 2013:

Presenter
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Coffee Sector: Volunteer Inputs 

28 subsequent volunteers have 
contributed:

Organizational development support 

Demonstrations, technical assistance, 
course development

Cross-border relationship development 
and exchanges



Coffee Sector: Unexpected Volunteer Inputs 

Outside of their assignments, 
volunteers have also contributed:

Ongoing mentoring 

Linkages to other volunteers, 
international buyers, markets, 
and other relationships

Awareness and exposure 
between Myanmar, US, and 
int’l audiences



Coffee Sector: Impacts 

Myanmar Coffee Association formed 
• developed and supports coffee clusters
• provides technical assistance and training 
• supported the creation of the Myanmar chapter of the 

International Women’s Coffee Alliance
• facilitates marketing and exchange activities

New businesses established (and thriving)
Coffee producers achieved $2.99M in exports

Volunteers contributed to tangible results:

Presenter
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Lessons Learned & Recommendations

• Volunteer assignments should be demand-driven and appropriate. 

• Support ongoing initiatives.

• Select the right volunteer(s). 

• Identify appropriate beneficiaries and local champions. 

• Require that beneficiaries contribute their own resources. 

• Volunteers must be prepared and able to adapt. 

• Leverage the “people-to-people” aspect of volunteerism. 



Lessons Learned & Recommendations

For organizations:
Choose experienced 
partners to manage 

the volunteer 
component. 

For prospective 
volunteers:

Be selective about 
the organization and 

project(s) you 
volunteer with.
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Panelist Name
Organization

Email
For more information about SEEP’s Member-led Webinar Series
contact Carla De Chassy: dechassy@seepnetwork.org

Thank you! Thank You!

www.seepnetwork.org
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SEEP Announcements

IWD Twitter Chat: Innovation & Technology | March 12, 9:00 am – 2:00 pm EST

SEEP Members - Call for International Women’s Day Activities
Are you hosting an event? Publishing a ground-breaking report? Pioneering gender-transformative solutions?

Send an email to membership@seepnetwork.org with the subject line, 2019 IWD Submission

Read New Releases from the SEEP Resource Center!
Explore more resources at: www.seepnetwork.org/Resources

• Promoting Responsible Finance and Sustainability in Azerbaijan:
Lessons for Emerging Microfinance Associations

• State of Practice: Savings Groups and the Role of Government in Sub-Saharan Africa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mark your calendars for Tuesday, March 12! We are excited to host our next Twitter Chat to celebrate International Women’s Day with the theme, Innovation & Technology. Each hour will be dedicated to discussion around tools, projects and resources within a focused topic falling under the theme.Call for Member IWD Activities: https://seepnetwork.org/Marketplace-Post/Let-SEEP-amplify-your-voice-this-International-Women-s-DayIRead New Releases from the SEEP Resource Center!Explore more resources at: www.seepnetwork.org/Resources 

mailto:membership@seepnetwork.org
http://www.seepnetwork/Resources
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